Licensed Project Manager/Architect in Houston, TX. and Hollywood, Fl.

PLACE designers inc., is located just outside of Austin, TX, in Round Rock. Our projects are growing in number as well as magnitude. Many of our new projects are multi-million-dollar such as condominiums multi-family, and office complexes. These range from the Texas Coast, to Houston, Central Texas, and now in Florida.

Responsibilities include managing all aspects of multiple projects of varying types and timelines all while maintaining the budgets and deadlines that have been prepared with your input. Prepares strategic plans for project success. Responsible for the coordination of all project efforts, administrative and technical, to assure the most efficient and cost-effective execution of assigned projects. Serves as the primary client liaison to bring the schedule, budgets, and scope of work to completion and to the client’s satisfaction. Actively manages client budgets, schedules, and programs; project communications and documentation; office administrative tasks; and project team assignments.

• Bachelor’s degree in architecture from an accredited program
• Six years + of experience
• Registered architect required
• Revit
• Experience in commercial/multi-family

We are a multi-disciplinary firm in Round Rock TX. We have been in business since the late 90’s and have had Civil Engineering in-house since 2010.

PLACE designers inc is a well-established multi-disciplinary firm that is built on the principles of growth and learning from the top to the bottom. We have a friendly family like atmosphere with everyone focusing on collaboration and working together to learn and achieve the goals we put in front of ourselves.
Send PDF resume to ckrause@placedesigners.com